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  1) On March 4, 1952, a great earthquake, 2) The maximum wave heights at various 
  named the Tokachi Earthquake, occurred in places are shown in Table  I, the values at 
  the south-eastern sea bottom of  HokkaidO, main places being also seen in the  geogra-. 
  Japan. The epicenter of the earthquake was phical map of Fig. I. 
  determined by C. M.  0. of Japan to be at As a few dayshad passed after the occur-
  42.°0 N,  144.°0 E. About 30 minutes after the rence of the earthquake when the authors 
  occurrence of this earthquake, the coast of surveyed the district, there remained,in most 
  Sanriku District was visited by a tunami, places, some clear marks showing the trace 
  which caused considerable damage to houses of tunami waves, for example, stains left on 
  and fishering constructions at various places. walls, sea-weeds or drifts adhering trees,or 
     The coast of this district had been fre- laid snow, the lower part of which was washed 
  quently visited by a number of tunamis, above off by the wave. Using these marks we could 
  all, the so-called "Sanriku Tunami" on March fairly determine the maximum wave height of 
  2, 1933, was the greatest and most disastrous the  tunami, by means of hand-level and tape-
  one. Many investigators studied the Sanriku scale. 
  Tunami and the wave heights at various places However there were no such mark in some 
  were determined  minutely. places. In such cases, the measurement of 
      For the purpose of comparing the wave wave height was based upon the indications 
  heights of the present unami with  those of by inhabitants. The value thus determined 
  Sanriku Tunami, the present authors urveyed seems to be reliable when the independent 
  along the coast in the disrict soon after the indications by two or three inhabitants lead to 
  occurrence of the disaster. The bays from the same wave height. 
  Miyako, Iwate Pref., to Onagwa,  Miyagi Pref., To distinguish the values in the two cases, 
  were surveyed by three parties of them. The mark  ii and mark  (6) are tabulated in one 
  course, the order of the days and persons in column of Table  1, the mark  X showingthe 
  charge for each party were as  follows. value when the trace was clearly found,and 
   (1) Z.  SUZUKI  ; Miyako (Mar. 6) Yama- the mark  C2) the value based upon inhabitants' 
       da  .-•  Otsuchi  Ry6ri (Mar. indications. (In the same column the mark 
    10). "M"  shows the value obtained by the  mareo-
   (2)  K.  NORITOMI and A. TAKAGI; Ryori(Mar. graph.) 
        6)  •••  Ofunato—Ono.--Hirota  ••• Kesennuma The measured values are reduced to those 
 —Shizugawa (Mar. 10). based upon the sea level at the  tirne  of  on-
   (3)  J.  OSSAKA  ; Oppa(mar. 8)  ••• Okachi  •-• slaught of the tunami, by means of the tide 
 Qnagawa(mar. 10) table published by the Hydrographic Division of 
•
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                            Map  of Sanriku District and waveheights the  tunami.
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                          Table  1  Wave Heights of Tunami 
  _:---------tt--!--------.:-__-------f--777-= 
             Method of,Method of    Bay Measuring Point HeightMeasurement1
!BayMeasuring  Point Height                                                                                           Measurement 
                                                                                       
--- - - 
Miyako  Tsugaruishikal.va  1,1  Co  I!  Katsukida  1.2 
 Yamada Yamada  •  1.'2  rO'  lArakinosaw:t  1.6  J'- 
 Orikasa  1.3  @   t  )sabe  i  1.1  z-, 
 Funakoshi  ' 0.9  (5_,)  j  T^dakoslii  '  1.7 
 Tahama  1.6 11  Takiliama  0.1  7\  - 
 Bentenjima  1.3  Ca)   Kesennuma  Kesennuma  0.5  M 
     Kirikiri (A) 1.4  @  Sy  ukuura  1.1  ,^, 
         (B) 1.3  i  ©  i  Katal  iama  • 1.4  /.  a
tsuchi  i  atsuchi (A) 1.0  @  I  Uranohama  i  0.8                                                                                                                                                                      ./\.
 (B)1.5 (0) YOgai.0.6n 
I
 1  Unosumai  ' 1.3  @  ,I Shizugawa  Isatornac! 
 Ryeislii  Ryiiishi 2.0(i)  I Hosoura  1.2  i, 
 Odanohaina 1.2 n                                      I,Shinlizuliania'0.7       Chitose slight n  I Ar to 1.2  @ 
     Konpaku 1.1  n  I Sodeliama 1.0 @..)                                                       
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 Senclii  16  ./s.  II  - Niidagawa  •  •  !  1.1  •  n 
 Ryari Shirahama  12  @  1 Hayashi 0.4  ,,,,, 
     Nonomae 1.0  n  ,1  MiZujirigawa 1.0  .  A
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     Tahama 0.9  I  z.. Hadenya 0.6  -  n 
 fifunato  •  afonato  • 0.7  M  E  Takiharna 1.9  CO) 
                 1 
      Shimofunato  0.3  A.  I OppaIKomuro 0.2 zs, 
      Takonoura 1.1 ,,_,,.II•Tsukihama  0.8 M
 no  Ono 0.8  (cD  li Okachi Kojima  j 1.0 
Hirota Tomari  r  I0.9,                                     Mizuhama 0.3,,,.  CD 
 Otomoura  ;  2.6  i  @  i  Okachi  1.1  '-\ 
 Mikkaichi  2.1 1 Onagawa  Onagawa i 1.1.. . M    1 ..._. 
          (A) at the mouth of bay 
          (B) at the head of bay
Japan. The reduced values are tabulated in  taking the ratio, hence the value thus obtained 
the Table  1, is mainly dependent on the energy ratio of the 
3) Now we compare the present results with two tunamis visiting the mouth of  a  -bay. 
those in the case of Sanriku Tunami in  .-•R' 
1933. The wave heights in the latter case "aI _  _                                                                                                                           -1"  .-  
were reported by many authors. We refer 
hereafter the data reported by Earth-  e.,  _  _. 
quake Research Institute, Tokyo  Univ.a)  , .                                                                                                                              •
, We pick up the wave heights in the 
                    0.4 . . -•-•  -.4- , 
                                                                                             • report, which were measured at the, •                          •• ,                                                                      • , 
same places as in the present case, the 
E.# identifications being made by meaf-'t---i' 
           ,- 
maps in the above mentioned report. . • 
Then we obtain the ratio  of the wave  i___  - : _ :                                                                                                                                   ____ __1____ 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               r.- height in the present case to that in,s, :,I5C.170 
 th•  Slre,,,  ,  -.r 
the case of Sanriku Tunami. We may Fig. 2 
consider that the effect on wave heights Ratio of wave heights of the present  tunami and 
by the shape of bay  is  cance'ed by  Sanriku  Tunami  in southern part of  Sanriku  District
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 __  ratio  .  .  .  To. interpretate the 
 0.8   1above mentioned fact, we 
          • consider the difference in
                                                                wave fronts in both cases. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    . 
               •The both wave fronts are 
                                                               _________              0.6 
                                                                  drawn as in Fig. 4, assu-. 
                    • ming that the wave in
                                                              each case is generated at a
 Clr4   _ii,  r  - point, say, the epicenter of 
                   • the earthquake. This
                              a 
                                                  •                                                                   assumption does not essen-.. . 
                                                        _____.0• tially affect the form of 
 •  1wave front. Fig. 4 shows 
                                                            that the two wave fronts  , 
   i  i I                                                           differ each other in  nor-
                                                              thern region, while the N  20  40  60 00  100  5 
                                                                    the direction of  bay two have the same direc- 
                Fig. 3 tion in the vicinity of
              Ratio of wave heights of the present  tunami and Sanriku southern coast. Hence, in 
              Tunami in northern part of  Sanriku District 
northern region, the ratio 
        We divide the surveyed region into two  ' of wave energy of the two tunamis intruded in 
     parts, the northern and southern part of a bay, becomes larger as the mouth of the bay
     Sanriku, the boundary of the  two being taken tends to the north, and the ratio for southern 
    to be  Ryiiri Bay  provisionally. bays are nearly equal each other. This 
        The above mentioned ratio obtained for coincides qualitatively with the observed result.
     bays in the two regions, is  arran-
     ged inorder of direction of each  -}c- ( - „,- 
      bay as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.r-- ,__Jr,\ 
                                              .) 
     As a measure of the direction of('-p) 
     a bay, we take the angle between  /Ac ,                                                                                                            mon, 
     north and the line drawn normally 
     outwards to the mouth of the bay 
)
     (shown as an arrow in Fig. 1). G-=;') 
 This angle is taken as abscisses of) Nor  tok  a- o 
     Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.  /If1                                                                 R,,!.,._(
      As clearly seen in the figures,  
 /  ,f  j       the ratio of both wave heights is 
     dependent  on the direction of bay
 ---
,--
,      in northern region, while such SErt,10^  o, c., 
     tendency is not seen about the 
  Way(  root5,' 
   results for sow-thern region. In••_.....,,-,//J.) 
 other words, the ratio in northern  ' 
    region has the larger value as theFig. 4 
                                                Wave fronts of the present tunami and SanrikuTunami
 direction tends  toward3 the  nof-tb. 
_ ,
                                                                    • 
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                          Fig. 5 The mareogram  obs:zved at Onagawa. 
Moreover, we may safely conclude that the remarkable disturbances continued until about 
ratio of wave heights in the present case and  16" next day. The initial wave was largest , 
the case of Sanriku  Tunami is about 0.3, as the height of which amounts to  1 m. 
shown in the result for southern region. In conclusion, the authors wish to express 
4) At Onagawa Magnetic Observatory, To- their best thanks to  offices and people in con-
hoku Univ., the routine observation of tide is cerned places for their kind favours and  helps. 
carried out by means of a mar eograph of The expence for this study was defrayed  from 
 Fv-
Fuess  type.  The  location  of  the  observatory  the  funds  for  the  Scientific  Research by the 
is at  A  —  141°27'  E,  cp = 38°26'  N. Ministry of Education. 
The record of the present tunami observed 
at Onagawa is shown in Fig.  5. The tunami This study was carried out under the surper-
began here about  111401", March  4,  1952, and the vision by Prof. Y. KATO. 
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